The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2414
“You can see that you have experienced a big battle, right?”

said the senior in the Tianji Pavilion.

“Yes! I met a super strong!”

Tiance Shenshuai nodded.

“Ah? The battle will go as soon as you leave the level! Then the other party must be super super strong,
right?” The

little girl was surprised.
The young commander of Tiance said cleverly, “If I’m not mistaken, my father’s opponent should be the
dark god who is the number one in the gods, right?” The

god of Tiance Mansion “…”.

Are you smart?
Do you know that it is the dark god?

Rebellious child!

What a rebellious child!

Tiance Shenshuai is really going to explode!

This Nizi always poke his wounds, one cut is one cut!

The other great gods immediately echoed, “Yes, we have heard that the God of Darkness has an
affiliation with you! You gave him a ban—you must not step into the summer for life! But recently, the
God of Darkness has frequent activities in the summer. Go in and out of Jiangbei!”

“Presumably, after the handsome man came out, the first target must be the dark god! Needless to

say, the handsome man must have just fought against the dark god!” “Hey handsome, did we say that
right?”

…

several great generals With a smile on his face, he looked at Tiance Shenshuai with a full face inviting
credit.

At this moment, Tiance Shenshuai had the urge to slap a few times.

Oh shit!

A bunch of idiots!

ill!

Keep mentioning!

Looking at other people, they are all looking at themselves.

Tens of thousands of people looked at themselves together, expecting an answer.

“Yes, I did fight against the Dark God just now! I was a little embarrassed to make everyone laugh!”
Tiance Shenshuai

said embarrassedly.

“Father, are you defeating the dark god who is the number one god on the list today?”

Tiance Marshal asked deliberately, cleverly.

His meaning is very simple-to tell the truth about defeating the Dark God!

He wants everyone to know that his father defeated the recently invincible Dark God!

In the past, it might be nothing to defeat the dark god.

But today’s dark god is boasted to a myth!

Of course, the things that the Dark God has done are more shocking, completely at the level of gods.

Anyone wants someone to beat him!

In other words, he is not convinced at all!

Especially Tiance Marshals and his like, hope that the people of Tiance Mansion can defeat him!

Now his father has done it.

Being a son is proud.

Now I just want to hear my father say it out loud! ! !

Young Master Tiance looks forward to it!

The same is true for others!

This is the pride and pride of the entire Tiance Mansion!

But Tiance Shenshuai looked at his son’s face and really wanted to tear it apart!

Slap severely, then sew the mouth!

What he fears the most, what he doesn’t want the most, he just mentions something… But at

this moment , everyone is looking forward to hearing them out!

If you say you fail, everyone will be lost.

Even Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan will be hit hard, and even become a shame!

Be laughed at by the whole world!

He can never tell the truth!

“Yes! I defeated the God of Darkness!”

Under the “persecution” of the crowd, the god commander Tiance said the answer against his will.

But at this point, he didn’t want to disappoint everyone.

Only one step can be counted as one step.

“Hahaha…what is the top of the list of gods! What is above the list of gods! My father is above the list of
gods!”

“As invincible in the world, my father created the law of invincibility!!! “

Major Tiance is more excited than anyone else.

Others are also very excited.

This is the most boiling and bursting day in Tiance Mansion in decades!

Not to mention the return of the handsome, he directly defeated the dark god.

“I need someone to be quiet, I have other things!”

Tiance Shenshuai hurriedly made excuses to leave.

Hide by yourself.

If you stay longer, the ghost knows what will happen.

“Isn’t it right? God of Darkness?” When he

calmed down, Tiance Shenshuai realized that something was wrong.

